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Abstract

1. Introduction
RGBD images are increasingly common as sensor technology becomes more widely available and affordable.
They can be used for reconstruction of the 3D shapes of objects and their surface appearance. The better the quality of
the depth component, the more reliable the reconstruction.
Unfortunately, for most methods of depth acquisition the
resolution and quality of the depth component is insufficient
for accurate surface reconstruction. As the resolution of the
RGB component is usually several times higher and there
is a high correlation between structural features of the color
image and the depth map (e.g., object edges) it is natural to
use the color image for depth map super-resolution, i.e. upsampling of the depth map. Convolutional neural networks
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RGBD images, combining high-resolution color and
lower-resolution depth from various types of depth sensors,
are increasingly common. One can significantly improve
the resolution of depth maps by taking advantage of color
information; deep learning methods make combining color
and depth information particularly easy.
However, fusing these two sources of data may lead to a
variety of artifacts. If depth maps are used to reconstruct
3D shapes, e.g., for virtual reality applications, the visual
quality of upsampled images is particularly important.
The main idea of our approach is to measure the quality
of depth map upsampling using renderings of resulting 3D
surfaces. We demonstrate that a simple visual appearancebased loss, when used with either a trained CNN or simply
a deep prior, yields significantly improved 3D shapes, as
measured by a number of existing perceptual metrics. We
compare this approach with a number of existing optimization and learning-based techniques.

Ground truth

Figure 1: Visually inferior super-resolution result in the
middle gets higher score according to direct depth deviation but lower score according to perceptual deviation of the
rendered image of the 3D surface. While the surfaces differ
significantly, the corresponding depth maps do not capture
this difference and look almost identical.

are a natural fit for this problem as they can easily fuse heterogeneous information.
A critical aspect of any upsampling method is the measure of quality it optimizes (i.e., the loss function), whether
the technique is data-driven or not. In this paper we focus
on applications that require reconstruction of 3D geometry
visible to the user, like acquisition of realistic 3D scenes
for virtual or augmented reality and computer graphics. In
these applications the visual appearance of the resulting 3D
shape, i.e., how the surface looks when observed under various lighting conditions, is of particular importance.
Most existing research on depth super-resolution is dominated by simple measures based on pointwise deviation of
depth values. However, direct pointwise difference of the
depth maps do not capture the visual difference between
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the corresponding 3D shapes: for example, low-amplitude
high-frequency variations of depth may correspond to significant difference in appearance, while conversely, relatively large smooth changes in depth may be perceptually
less relevant, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Hence, we propose to compare the rendered images of
the surface instead of the depth values directly. In this paper
we explore depth map super-resolution using a simple loss
function based on visual differences. Our loss function can
be computed efficiently and is shown to be highly correlated
with more elaborate perceptual metrics. We demonstrate
that this simple idea used with two deep learning-based
RGBD super-resolution algorithms results in a dramatic improvement of visual quality according to perceptual metrics
and an informal perceptual study. We compare our results
with six state-of-the-art methods of depth super-resolution
that are based on distinct principles and use several types of
loss functions.
In summary, our contributions are as follows: (1) we
demonstrate that a simple and efficient visual differencebased metric for depth map comparison can be, on the one
hand, easily combined with neural network-based wholeimage upsampling techniques, and, on the other hand,
is correlated with established proxies for human perception, validated with respect to experimental measurements;
(2) we demonstrate with extensive comparisons that with
the use of this metric two methods of depth map superresolution, one based on a trainable CNN and the other
based on the deep prior, yield high-quality results as measured by multiple perceptual metrics. To the best of our
knowledge, our paper is the first to systematically study
the performance of visual difference-based depth superresolution across a variety of datasets, methods, and quality
measures, including a basic human evaluation.
Throughout the paper we use the term depth map to refer to the depth component of an RGBD image, and the
term normal map to refer to the map of the same resolution with the 3D surface normal direction computed from
the depth map at each pixel. Finally, the rendering of a
depth map refers to the grayscale image obtained by constructing a 3D triangulation of the height field represented
by the depth map, via computing the normal map from this
triangulation, and rendering it using fixed material properties and a choice of lighting. This is distinct from a commonly used depth map visualization with grayscale values
obtained from the depth values by simple scaling. We describe this in more detail in Section 3.

2. Related work
2.1. Image quality measures
Quality measures play two important roles in image
super-resolution: on the one hand, they are used to formu-

late an optimization functional or a loss function, on the
other hand, they are used to evaluate the quality of the results. Ideally, the same function should serve both purposes,
however, in some instances it may be optimal to choose different functions for evaluation and optimization. While in
the former case the top priority is to capture the needs of
the application, in the latter case the efficiency of evaluation and differentiability are significant considerations.
In most works on depth map reconstruction and upsampling a limited number of simple metrics are used, both for
optimization and final evaluation. Typically these are scaled
L2 or L1 norms of depth deviations (see e.g. [9]).
Another set of measures introduced in [19, 20] and primarily used for evaluation, not optimization or learning,
consists of heuristic measures of various aspects of the
depth map geometry: foreground flattening/thinning, fuzziness, bumpiness, etc. Most of them require a very specific
segmentation of the image for detection of flat areas and
depth discontinuities.
Visual similarity measures, well-established in the area
of photo-processing, aim to be consistent with human judgment, in the sense of similarity ordering (which of the two
images is more similar to the ground truth?). The examples
include (1) the metrics based on simple vision models of
structural similarity SSIM [51], FSIM [56], MSSIM [52],
(2) based on a sophisticated model of low-level visual
processing [35], or (3) on convolutional neural networks
(see [57] for a detailed overview). The latter use a simple distance measure on deep features learned for an image
understanding task, e.g. L2 distance on the features learned
for image classification, and have been demonstrated to outperform statistical measures such as SSIM.

2.2. Depth super-resolution
Depth super-resolution is closely related to a number of
depth processing tasks, such as denoising, enhancement, inpainting, and densification (e.g., [5, 6, 8, 21, 33, 34, 45, 46,
54]). We directly focus on the problem of super-resolution,
or more specifically, estimation of high-resolution depth
map from a single low-resolution depth map and a highresolution RGB image.
Convolutional neural networks have achieved most impressive performance among learning-based methods in
high-level computer vision tasks and recently have been applied to depth super-resolution [22, 30, 39, 43]. One approach [22] is to resolve ambiguity in the depth map upsampling by explicitly adding high-frequency features from
high-resolution RGB data. Another, hybrid approach [39,
43] is to add a subsequent optimization stage to a CNN
to produce sharper results. Different approaches to CNNbased photo-guided depth super-resolution include linear
filtering with CNN-derived kernels [26], deep fusion of
time-of-flight depth and stereo images [1], and generative
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adversarial networks [61].
These techniques use either L2 or L1 norm of the depth
differences as the basis of their loss functions, often combined with regularizers of different types. The recent approach of [61] is the closest to ours: it uses the difference
of gradients as one of the loss terms to capture some of the
visual information. For evaluation, these works report root
mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE),
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), all applied directly to
depth maps, and, rarely [4, 43, 44, 61], perceptual SSIM
also applied directly to depth maps. In contrast, we propose
to measure the perceptual quality of depth map renderings.
Dictionary learning has also been investigated for depth
super-resolution [11, 13, 29], however, compared to CNNs,
it is typically restricted to smaller dimensions and as a result
to structurally simpler depth maps.
Variational approach aims to combine RGB and depth
information explicitly by carefully designing an optimization functional, without relying on learning. Most relevant
examples employ shape-from-shading problem statement
for single-image [14] or multiple-image [38] depth superresolution. These works include visual difference-related
terms in the optimized functional and report normal deviation, capturing visual similarity. While showing impressive
results in many cases, they typically require prior segmentation of foreground objects and depend heavily on the quality
of such segmentation.
Another strategy to tackle ambiguities in superresolution is to design sophisticated regularizers to balance
the data-fidelity terms against a structural image prior [15,
24, 55]. In contrast to this approach, which requires custom
hand-crafted regularized objectives and optimization procedures, we focus on the standard training strategy (i.e.,
gradient-based optimization of a CNN) while using a loss
function that captures visual similarity.
Yet another approach is to choose a carefully-designed
model such as [62] featuring a sophisticated metric defined
in a space of minimum spanning trees and including an explicit edge inconsistency model. In contrast to ours, such
model requires manual tuning of multiple hyperparameters.

2.3. Perceptual photo super-resolution
Perceptual metrics have been considered more broadly in
the context of photo processing. While convolutional neural networks for photo super-resolution trained with simple
mean square or mean absolute color deviation keep demonstrating impressive results [16, 18, 58, 59], it has been
widely recognized that pixelwise difference of color image
data is not well correlated with perceptual image difference.
For this reason, relying on a pixelwise color error may lead
to suboptimal performance.
One solution is to instead use the loss function represented by the deviation of the features from a neural net-

Figure 2: Depth map renderings generated with four light
directions that we use for metric calculation.
work trained for an image understanding task [25]. This
idea can be further combined with an adversarial training procedure to push the super-resolution result to the
natural image manifold [28]. Another extension to this
idea is to train the neural network to generate images with
natural distribution of statistical features [12, 36, 49, 50].
To balance between the perceptual quality and pixelwise
color deviation, generative adversarial networks can be
used [7, 31, 48].
Another solution is to learn a quality measure from perceptual scores, collected from a human subject study, and
use this quality measure as the loss function. Such quality
measure may capture similarity of two images [57] or an
absolute naturalness of the image [32].

3. Metrics
In this section, we discuss visually-based metrics and
how they can be used to evaluate the quality of depth map
super-resolution and as loss functions. The general principle we follow is to apply comparison metrics to renderings
of the depth maps to obtain a measure of their difference
instead of considering depth maps directly. The difficulty
with this approach is that there are infinitely many possible
renderings depending on lighting conditions, material properties and camera position. However, we demonstrate that
even a very simple rendering procedure already yields substantially improved results. We label visually-based metrics
with subscript “v” and the metrics that compare the depth
values directly with subscript “d”.
From depth map to visual representation. To approximate the appearance of a 3D scene depicted with a certain
depth map we use a simple rendering procedure. We illuminate the corresponding 3D surface with monochromatic
directional light source and observe it with the same camera that the scene was originally acquired with. We use the
diffuse reflection model and do not take visibility into account. For this model, the intensity of a pixel (i, j) of the
rendering I is proportional to cosine of the angle between
the normal at the point of the surface corresponding to the
pixel nij and direction to the light source e: Iij = e · nij .
We calculate the normals from the depth maps using firstorder finite-differences. Any number of vectors e can be
used to generate a collection of renderings representing the
depth map, however, any rendering can be obtained as a
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linear combination of three basis ones corresponding to independent light directions. Renderings for different light
directions are presented in Figure 2.
Perceptual metrics. We briefly describe two representative
metrics: a statistics-based DSSIM, and a neural networkbased LPIPS. Either of these can be applied to three basis
renderings (or a larger sample of renderings) and reduced to
obtain the final value. While, in principle, they can also be
used as loss functions, the choice of a loss function needs
to take stability and efficiency into account, so we opt for a
more conservative choice described below.
Structural similarity index measure (SSIM) [51] takes into
account the changes in the local structure of an image, captured by statistical quantities computed on a small window
around each pixel. For each pair of pixels of the compared images Ik , k = 1, 2 the luminance term ℓ, the contrast term c and the structural term s, each normalized, are
computed using the means µk , standard deviations σk and
cross-covariance σ12 of the pixels in the corresponding local
windows. The value of SSIM is then computed as pixelwise
mean product of these terms
2µ1 µ2
2σ1 σ2
σ12
ℓ= 2
,
, c= 2
, s=
µ1 + µ22
σ1 + σ22
σ1 σ2
(1)
1 X
SSIMv (I1 , I2 ) =
ℓij · cij · sij ,
N ij
where N is the number of pixels. Dissimilarity measure can
be computed as DSSIMv (I1 , I2 ) = 1 − SSIMv (I1 , I2 ).
Neural net-based metrics rely on the idea of measuring the
distance between features extracted from a neural network.
Specifically, feature maps xkℓ , ℓ = 1 . . . L with spatial dimensions Hℓ × Wℓ are extracted from L layers of the network for each of the compared images. In the simplest case,
the metric value is then computed as pixelwise mean square
difference of the feature maps, summed over the layers
X 1 X
kx1ℓ,ij − x2ℓ,ij k22 . (2)
NNv (I1 , I2 ) =
Hℓ Wℓ ij
ℓ

Learned perceptual image patch similarity (LPIPS) [57]
adds a learned channel-wise weighting to the above formula
and uses 5 layers from Alexnet [27] or VGG [41] or the first
layer from Squezenet [23] as the CNN of choice.
Our visual difference-based metric. While the metrics
described above are good proxies for human evaluation of
difference between depth map renderings, they are lacking
as loss functions due to their complex landscapes. Optimization with DSSIM as the loss function may produce the
results actually inferior with respect to DSSIM itself compared to a simpler loss function we define below, as illustrated in Figure 3. LPIPS has a complex energy profile typical for neural networks, and having a neural network as the
loss function for another may behave unpredictably [60].
The simplest metric capturing the difference between all

With DSSIM

With our loss

DSSIM 0.396

DSSIM 0.254

Figure 3: Optimization with DSSIM as the loss function
may produce the results inferior with respect to DSSIM itself
compared to our simpler loss function.
possible renderings of the depth maps dk can be computed
as the average root mean square deviation of three basis renderings em · nk in an orthogonal basis e1 , e2 , e3
p
RMSEv (d1 , d2 ) = MSEv (d1 , d2 ),
1 X
kem · n1,ij − em · n2,ij k22 ,
MSEv (d1 , d2 ) =
3N ij,m

(3)

similarly to RMS difference of the normal maps.
We found that this simple metric for depth map comparison is efficient and stable as the loss function and at the
same time, as we demonstrate in Section 5, it is well correlated with DSSIM and LPIPS, i.e., situations when the
value of one metric is high and the value of another is low
are unlikely. Our experiments confirm that optimization of
this metric also improves both perceptual metrics.

4. Methods
We selected eight representative state-of-the-art depth
processing methods based on different principles: (1) a
purely variational method [14], (2) a bilateral filtering
method that uses a high-resolution edge map [53], (3) a dictionary learning method [13], (4) a hybrid CNN-variational
method [39], (5) a pure CNN [22], (6) a zero-shot
CNN [47], (7) a densification [34] and (8) an enhancement [54] CNNs. Our goals were (a) to modify the methods for using with the visual difference-based loss function,
and (b) to compare the results of the modified methods with
alternatives of different types. In our experiments the last
two methods did not perform well compared to others, so
we did not consider them further. We found that two neural network-based methods (5) and (6), that we refer to as
MSG and DIP, can be easily modified for using with a visual
difference-based loss function, as we explain now.
MSG [22] is a deep learning method that uses different strategies to upsample different spectral components
of low-resolution depth map. In the modified version of
this method, that we denote by MSG-V, we replaced the
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original loss function with a combination of our visual
difference-based metric and mean absolute deviation of
Laplacian pyramid Lap1 [2] as a regularizer
L(d1 , d2 ) = Lap1 (d1 , d2 ) + w · MSEv (d1 , d2 ).

(4)

DIP [47] is a zero-shot deep learning approach, based on a
remarkable observation that, even without any specialized
training, the structure of CNN itself may be leveraged for
solving inverse problems on images. We note that this approach naturally allows simultaneous super-resolution and
inpainting. In this approach, the depth super-resolution
problem would be formulated as
∗
SR LR
dSR
), (5)
θ ∗ = CNNθ ∗ , θ = arg min MSEd (Ddθ , d
θ

LR

dSR
θ∗

are the low-resolution and superwhere d
and
resolved depth maps, CNNθ is the output of the deep neural
network parametrised by θ, D is the downsampling operator, and MSEd is direct mean square difference of the depth
maps. To perform photo-guided super-resolution, we added
a second output channel for intensity to the network
(1)

dSR
θ ∗ = CNNθ ∗ ,

(2)

Iθ = CNNθ ,

LR
θ∗ = arg min MSEd (DdSR
) + wI · Lap1 (Iθ , I HR ),
θ ,d

(6)

θ

where I HR is the high-resolution photo guidance, and for
visually-based version DIP-V we further replaced the direct
depth deviation MSEd with the function from Equation 4.
We used the remaining four methods (1)-(4) for comparison as-is, as modifying them for a different loss function
would require substantial changes to the algorithms.
SRfS [14] is a variational method relying on complimentarity of super-resolution and shape-from-shading problems.
It already includes a visual-difference based term (the remaining methods use depth difference metrics). EG [53]
approaches the problem via prediction of smooth highresolution depth edges with Markov random field optimization. It does not use a loss directly, therefore cannot be easily adapted. DG [13] is a depth map enhancement method
based on dictionary learning that uses depth differencebased fidelity term. It makes a number of modeling choices
which may not be suitable for a different loss function, and
typically does not perform as well as neural network-based
methods. PDN [39] is a hybrid method featuring two stages:
the first is composed of fully-convolutional layers and predicts a rough super-resolved depth map, and the second performs an unrolled variational optimization, aiming to produce a sharp and noise-free result.

5. Experiments

metric and textural complexity. We employed four datasets,
most common in literature on depth super-resolution. ICLNUIM [17] includes photo-realistic RGB images along with
synthetic depth, free from any acquisition noise. Middlebury 2014 [40], captured with a structured light system,
provides high-quality ground truth for complex real-world
scenes. SUN RGBD [42] contains images captured with
four different consumer-level RGBD cameras: Intel RealSense, Asus Xtion, Microsoft Kinect v1 and v2. ToFMark [10] provides challenging real-world time-of-flight
and intensity camera acquisitions together with an accurate
ground truth from a structured light sensor.
In addition, we constructed a synthetic SimGeo dataset,
that consists of 6 geometrically simple scenes with lowand high-frequency texture, and without any, using Blender.
The purpose of SimGeo were to reveal artifacts that are not
related to the noise or high-frequency geometry in the input
data, like false geometric detail caused by color variation on
a smooth surface.
We resized and cropped each RGBD image to the resolution of 512 × 512 and generated low-resolution input
depth maps with the scaling factors of 4 and 8, that are
most common among the works on depth super-resolution.
We focused on two downsampling models: Box, i.e., each
low-resolution pixel contains the mean value over the “box”
neighbouring high-resolution pixels, and Nearest neighbour, i.e., each low-resolution pixel contains the value of
the nearest high-resolution pixel. For additional details on
our evaluation data and the results for different downsampling models please refer to supplementary material.

5.2. Evaluation details
To quantify the performance of the methods, we measured direct RMS deviation of the depth maps (denoted by
RMSEd ) and deviation of their renderings with the metrics described in Section 3. For visually-based metrics we
calculated their values for three orthogonal light directions,
corresponding to the three left-most images in Figure 2, and
the value for an additional light direction, corresponding to
the right-most image. We then took the worst of the four
values. With similar outcomes, we also explored different
reducing strategies and a set of different metrics: BadPix
and Bumpiness, applied directly to depth values, and BadPix and RMSE applied to separate depth map renderings.
Additionally, we conducted an informal perceptual study
using the results on SimGeo, ICL-NUIM and Middlebury
datasets, in which subjects were asked to choose the renderings of the upsampled depth maps that look most similar to
the ground truth.

5.1. Data
For evaluation we selected a representative and diverse
set of 34 RGBD images featuring synthetic, high-quality
real and low-quality real data with different levels of geo-

5.3. Implementation details
We evaluated publicly available trained models for EG,
DG, and MSG and trained PDN using publicly available
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code; we used the implementation of SRfS provided by the
authors; we adapted publicly available implementation of
DIP for depth maps, as described in Section 4; we reimplemented MSG-V in PyTorch [37] and trained it according to the original paper using the patches from Middlebury
and MPI Sintel [3]. We selected the value of the weighting
parameter w in Equation (4) so that both terms of the loss
contribute equally with respect to their magnitudes (see supplementary material for more details).

5.4. Comparison of quality measures
To quantify how well different metrics represent the
visual quality of a super-resolved depth map, we compared pairwise correlations of these metrics and calculated
the corresponding values of Pearson correlation coefficient.
Since LPIPS as a neural network-based perceptual metric
has been experimentally shown to represent human perception well, we used its value as the reference. We found
that the metrics based on direct depth deviation demonstrate
weak correlation with perceptual metrics, as illustrated in
Figure 4 for RMSEd , and hence are not suitable for measuring the depth map quality when the visual appearance
plays an important role. On the other hand, we found that
our RMSEv correlates well with perceptual metrics, to the
same extent they correlate with each other (see Figure 4).

5.5. Comparison of super-resolution methods
In Table 1 and Figure 5 we present the super-resolution
results on our SimGeo dataset with the scaling factor of 4;
in Table 2 and Figure 6 we present the results on ICL-NUIM
and Middlebury datasets with the scaling factors of 4 and 8.
We use Box downsampling model in both cases. Please find
the additional results in supplementary material or online1 .
In general, we found that the methods EG, PDN and DG
do not recover fine details of the surface, typically oversmoothing the result in comparison to, e.g., Bicubic upsampling, the methods SRfS and original DIP suffer from
false geometry artifacts in case of a smooth textured surface, and original MSG introduces severe noise around the
depth edges. As illustrated in Figure 6 and Table 2, all the
methods from prior works perform relatively poorly on the
images with regions of missing depth measurements (rendered in black), including the ones that inpaint these regions
explicitly (SRfS, DG) or implicitly (DIP). The method EG
failed to converge on some images.
In contrast, we observed that integration of our visual
difference-based loss into DIP and MSG significantly improved the results of both methods qualitatively and quantitatively. The visual difference-based version DIP-V do not
suffer from false geometry artifacts as much as the original version. On the challenging images from Middlebury
dataset, where it performed simultaneous super-resolution

and inpainting, DIP-V mostly outperformed other methods
as measured by the perceptual metrics and was preferred
by more than 80% of subjects in the perceptual study. The
visual difference-based version MSG-V produces significantly less noisy results in comparison to the original version, in some cases almost without any noticeable artifacts.
On the data without missing measurements, including holefilled “Vintage” from Middlebury, MSG-V mostly outperformed other methods as measured by the perceptual metrics and was preferred by more than 80% of subjects. On
SimGeo, ICL-NUIM and Middlebury combined, one of our
modified versions, DIP-V or MSG-V, was preferred over the
other methods by more than 85% of subjects.
For reference, in Figure 5 we include pseudo-color visualizations of the depth maps. Notice that while the upsampled depth maps obtained with different methods are
almost indistinguishable in this form of visualization, commonly used in the literature on depth processing for qualitative evaluation, the corresponding renderings and, consequently, the underlying geometry varies dramatically.

6. Conclusion
We have explored depth map super-resolution with a
simple visual difference-based metric as the loss function.
Via comparison of this metric with a variety of perceptual quality measures, we have demonstrated that it can be
considered a reasonable proxy for human perception in the
problem of depth super-resolution with the focus on visual
quality of the 3D surface. Via an extensive evaluation of
several depth-processing methods on a range of synthetic
and real data, we have demonstrated that using this metric
as the loss function yields significantly improved results in
comparison to the common direct pixel-wise deviation of
depth values. We have combined our metric with relatively
simple and non-specific deep learning architectures and expect that this approach will be beneficial for other related
problems.
We have focused on the case of single regularly sampled
RGBD images, but a lot of geometric data has less regular form. The future work would be to adapt the developed
methodology to a more general sampling of the depth values for the cases of multiple RGBD images or point clouds
annotated with a collection of RGB images.
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Sphere and cylinder, x4

Lucy, x4

Cube, x4

SimGeo average, x4

RMSEd DSSIMv LPIPSv RMSEv RMSEd DSSIMv LPIPSv RMSEv RMSEd DSSIMv LPIPSv RMSEv RMSEd DSSIMv LPIPSv RMSEv

SRfS [14]
EG [53]
PDN [39]
DG [13]
Bicubic
DIP [47]
MSG [22]
DIP-V
MSG-V

70
55
157
56
57
46
41
28
99

887
143
198
265
189
965
626
560
94

1025
326
295
372
313
1062
859
766
267

417
130
150
166
189
548
229
142
96

82
69
173
69
72
53
54
44
74

811
357
456
523
355
827
444
421
205

781
426
368
558
398
615
480
446
251

367
220
251
249
267
344
259
223
156

52
43
164
44
44
45
29
26
102

934
113
156
218
131
963
445
352
70

1036
214
250
411
287
906
687
613
179

361
105
145
139
160
530
176
146
77

61
53
162
54
55
52
39
33
96

711
168
224
293
197
887
374
313
95

869
306
278
420
320
893
569
524
194

311
136
165
171
193
395
194
147
99

Table 1: Quantitative evaluation on SimGeo dataset. RMSEd is in millimeters, other metrics are in thousandths. Lower
values correspond to better results. The best result is in bold, the second best is underlined.
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Figure 4: Scatter plots demonstrating correlation of quality measures, and the corresponding values of the Pearson correlation
coefficient in the corner. Each point represents one super-resolution result.
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Figure 5: Super-resolution results on “Sphere and cylinder” and “Lucy” from SimGeo with the scaling factor of 4. Depth
maps are in pseudo-color and depth map renderings are in grayscale. Best viewed in color.
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DSSIMv
x4 x8
SRfS [14] 658 692
568
EG [53]
PDN [39] 574 612
611 622
DG [13]
562 610
Bicubic
DIP [47] 919 880
MSG [22] 571 645
DIP-V
694 707
524 575
MSG-V

Plant
LPIPSv
x4 x8
632 649
677
659 699
745 785
688 763
764 723
582 495
463 555
639 720

Vintage
Recycle
Umbrella
DSSIMv LPIPSv RMSEv DSSIMv LPIPSv RMSEv DSSIMv LPIPSv RMSEv
x4 x8 x4 x8 x4 x8 x4 x8 x4 x8 x4 x8 x4 x8 x4 x8 x4 x8
721 749 631 634 346 382 715 772 610 623 376 410 843 853 797 831 397 443

RMSEv
x4 x8
280 309
255
269 305
268 291
249 290
490 437
234 285
262 276
194 236

663
666
558
953
708
804
536

714
669
649
965
785
884
643

706
796
602
910
510
579
670

700
840
729
872
610
674
702

319
290
258
656
292
343
211

350
300
302
687
364
435
268

635
696
575
871
741
575
603

701
719
721
923
869
735
737

523
602
474
576
624
388
520

589
617
576
605
661
485
564

364
328
329
434
485
273
368

457
383
398
500
550
332
473

799
846
749
915
834
796
778

828
878
837
953
896
854
842

847
781
747
737
678
604
800

882
856
886
722
787
598
890

367
399
323
467
442
318
348

452
457
380
528
496
352
427

Table 2: Quantitative evaluation on ICL-NUIM and Middlebury datasets. All metrics are in thousandths. Lower values
correspond to better results. The best result is in bold, the second best is underlined.
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Figure 6: Depth map renderings corresponding to super-resolution results on “Plant” from “ICL-NUIM” and “Vintage”,
“Recycle” and “Umbrella” from Middlebury datasets with the scaling factor of 4 on the left and the scaling factor of 8 on the
right. Best viewed in large scale.
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